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Topicality of the research: The system of the municipal order urged not only to provide economy of budgetary funds, but also to raise degree of satisfaction of the population of local community in services necessary the blessing. In modern conditions the municipal order as the tool of satisfaction of interests of a society is not effective, first of all, because of its understanding as mechanism of decrease in budgetary expenses without the due account of quality of the got goods or services.

Objective: the analysis of operating system of the municipal order, its revealing positive and negative sides on the basis of theoretical workings out of representatives of an economic science and in working out of practical techniques and recommendations about optimisation of final financial results, in the offer of alternative variants of functioning of the municipal order.

Tasks: to define concept and functions of the municipal order; critically to analyse is standard-methodical base of the municipal order; to study principles and ways of placing of the municipal order; to characterise organizational-legal aspects of system of the municipal order in Kursk municipal area of Stavropol Territory; to reveal existing infringements and problems in organizational-legal maintenance of the municipal order; to analyse statistical data on the municipal order of Kursk municipal area for the period 2008-2010гг.; to formulate methods on increase of efficiency of the municipal order.
**Theoretical and practical significance of the research:** The theoretical importance of research consists in disclosing of essence of the municipal order from positions of the triune approach: as systems of economic relations, as institute and as control systems. The practical importance of research consists that results of research can be recommended municipal controls, municipal customers as tools for elimination of system lacks of practice of placing of the municipal order and increase of rationality of use of budgetary funds.

**Results of the research:** The essence of a category «the municipal order» reveals from the point of view of the triune approach: as an economic category, as institute and as a control system of municipal union. Ways of placing of the municipal order are regulated by regulatory legal acts and can be the following:

1) tendering in the form of competition, auction, including auction in the electronic form;

2) without tendering - inquiry of quotations at the unique supplier (the contractor, the executor), at commodity exchanges.

Existing in Kursk municipal area the system of placing of the municipal order is not optimum, as does not consider the purpose and a problem of an industrial policy of area and edge and does not promote its accurate formation and placing. One of the main indicators of placing of the municipal order the economy of budgetary funds is considered. In Kursk municipal area for the specified period the steady tendency of change of economy of budgetary funds is observed not. Thus, the greatest level of economy is observed at carrying out of open auctions that abundantly clear, and also its full absence at placing of the order in the form of purchases of small volume and at «the unique supplier».

**Recommendations:** Optimum the approach considering efficiency of municipal purchases with allocation of 3 components, in our opinion, is: the price, quality and control. At price definition it is necessary to use comparative or market price. The basic actions for increase of efficiency of the municipal order: introduction of the mechanism of monitoring, national control.